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Machine translation needs a large number of parallel sentence pairs to make sure of having a good translation performance.
However, the lack of parallel corpus heavily limits machine translation for low-resources language pairs. We propose a novel method
that combines the continuous word embeddings with deep learning to obtain parallel sentences. Since parallel sentences are very
invaluable for low-resources language pair, we introduce cross-lingual semantic representation to induce bilingual signals. Our
experiments show that we can achieve promising results under lacking external resources for low-resource languages. Finally, we
construct a state-of-the-art machine translation system in low-resources language pair.

1. Introduction
Parallel corpus is one of the most invaluable resources for
many multilingual natural language processing applications.
Especially statistical machine translation (SMT) and neural
machine translation (NMT) and parallel corpora play a
pivotal role in those applications. Thus, many approaches
have been proposed to obtain bilingual corpus automatically.
Those can be roughly divided into two categories: (i) the first
method is to directly crawl web content and use multifeatures
to filter parallel webpages content. Those features mainly
contain tokens in URLs, anchor around link, image alt,
HTML tags [1–5]. The method recognizes parallel pages by
computing the similarity of those features (ii) the other select
parallel sentences by building classifiers. Those classifiers
mainly consist of maximum entropy, Bayesian, SVM, and
neural networks [2, 6–10]. The two methods have been
demonstrated promising to obtain bilingual corpus in some
language pairs. However, the methods only adapt some
specific website or no-low resources languages pairs. Then
low-resources languages have still been underachieving to
harvest bilingual corpus.
We believe that two major challenges limit obtaining
bilingual parallel corpus for low-resources languages. First,

dynamic websites have a more complicated structure and
it is difficult to filter parallel corpus by recognizing multifeatures. For example, previous work obtains parallel main
language corpus from Wikipedia and Twitter [4, 11]. However,
many news websites have a more complicated structure than
Wikipedia and Twitter. Second, although the classifier is a
good solution to select parallel corpus from numerous noise
data, the number of parallel sentences has an impact on the
classifier [6, 12]. There is not enough training parallel corpus
to construct a classifier in low-resource language pairs.
Recently, with the surge of continuous vector representation and extensive application of deep learning, an
interesting approach is induce bilingual semantic clues from
monolingual data with the new neural-network inspired
vector representation. Following those methods, we could
alleviate the limit of low-resource language pair to obtain
parallel bilingual corpus. In this paper, we use this continuous word embedding to induce bilingual representation
by establishing cross-lingual mapping. Then, using those
bilingual representations find some parallel sentences. This
step avoids the effect of HTML structure as the current
website is developed into dynamic modules. Finally, we
construct a bidirectional recurrent neural network (LSTMBiRNN) classifier to extract parallel sentences. We use the
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Figure 1: The architecture of obtaining parallel sentences.

parallel corpus obtaining in word-overlap model to train
this classifier and perform extracting process. To justify the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, we obtain UyghurChinese parallel corpus from multilingual websites to train
SMT systems and show improvements in BLEU (BLEU:
bilingual evaluation understudy) scores. Our experiments
also show that we can achieve promising results by removing
the need of any specific feature engineering or external
resources.

2. Related Works
The amount of information available on the Internet is
expanding rapidly, and many works attempt to construct
training corpus for machine translation from websites. A
variety of approaches have been proposed to extract parallel
sentences from web. Those approaches can be divided into
two strategies.
First, many approaches treat collecting parallel sentences
as a text classification problem [6, 13, 14], such as SVM
classifier and neural network classifier. For example, [6]
proposed a latest siamese bidirectional recurrent neural
network to construct a state-of-the-art classifier and detect
parallel sentences. They remove the need of any domain
specific feature engineering or relay on multiples models and
only raw parallel sentences. However, parallel sentences also
are a very invaluable corpus for some low-resources language
pairs. So this excellent method maybe is not suitable for some
low-resources applications.
Second, many other works use the HTML structure of the
web pages, URLs and image alt et al to detect possible parallel
sentences [1, 3, 15] . For instance, [7] use the links between
translated articles in Wikipedia to crawl parallel sentences or
words. These methods have proven to be useful for specific
website, the real challenge is to find strategies that allow to
extend them to crawl the Web in an unsupervised fashion.
Esplà-Gomis et al. developed an excellent tool, namely,
Bitextor, a free/open-source tool for harvesting parallel data
from multilingual websites. It is highly modular and is aimed

at allowing users to easily obtain segment-aligned parallel
corpora from the Internet. It mainly obtained parallel sentences by comparing HTML structure of the documents and
the number of aligned words in bilingual lexicon. The users
only provide a bilingual lexicon, and the system can contrast
parallel data quickly automatically. The real challenge is that a
bilingual lexicon is not easy to obtain for some low-resources
language pairs.

3. Methodology
The first step of obtaining parallel corpus is harvesting source
of data. We use a web crawler to harvest monolingual data
and construct the continuous word representation. Following
works of [3], we use multifeatures to get the candidate data.
Then, we extend the works of [16, 17] to learn bilingual signal.
With the help of bilingual signal, we can induce parallel
sentences. The general architecture of obtaining parallel
corpus is presented in Figure 1.
3.1. Crawling Web-Data and Candidate Documents. The first
step of harvesting bilingual parallel corpus is using webcrawler to download data. However, unlike the pervious
works that downloaded a mirror of a webpage, we only
download texts that do not contain html tags. As the current
website is developed into module, the same theme pages
usually have the same HTML structure.
When we perform the process of downloading, we use the
Scrapy toolkit (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Scrapy) (it is
written in Python). It is an excellent toolkit that allows user set
specific content to crawl. The next step is selecting candidate
document pair. As we all know, a website contains hundreds
of thousand documents, and if we match the whole website,
the matching procedure is very low and imprecise. In order
to solve this problem, we borrow the idea of [2] that adds
a window of time. The main characteristic of news website
is time, and every webpage has publication time. The same
topic documents often are reported in a period by different
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language. Thus, we use a heuristic with which we assume it
is more possible that documents with similar content have
publication dates that are close to each other. Therefore, each
query is fact run only against source documents published
within a window of some days around the publication date of
the target query document. In this procedure, we set the size
of window as three. Then, each query can search only fewer
documents and get a higher precision. In next section, we will
introduce how to identify two multilingual documents that
are parallel.
3.2. Inducing Bilingual Signal. In this paper, we follow works
of [16, 17] that induce bilingual lexicon from non-parallel
data. In order to learning bilingual lexicon from monolingual
corpus, we must construct bilingual semantic representation.
However, unlike the usual task that learns a precise bilingual
lexicon, our objective is harvesting more bilingual signal from
multilingual data. In this step, we care more about recall
rather than precision. Our objective function is
𝑗

T (𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑠 , 𝑊𝑉𝑡 ) = 𝛼T𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 + 𝛽T𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

(1)

where 𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑠 is the one word in vocabulary of 𝑉𝑠 , while the
𝑗
reverse direction follows by symmetry for 𝑊𝑉𝑡 . At the same
𝑗
time, in order to normalize T(𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑠 , 𝑊𝑉𝑡 ), we set the sum of 𝛼
and 𝛽 as 1. Parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 mainly explain the influence
of the monolingual and bilingual components.
Unlike the usual monolingual term T𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 explaining
regularities in monolingual corpora, we use the term explain
the translation probability of two words each other. Since
similar words in semantic are closer in distance, we can reveal
more translation pairs by measuring distance of two words
from seeds. If the two words are closer from one seed in
distance, it is more likely translated each other:
T𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 =

T𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜

+

T𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜

(2)



T𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = min 𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑠 − 𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠 
⟨𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡⟩∈d

(3)



T𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = min 𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑡 − 𝑊𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡 
⟨𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡⟩∈d

(4)

Our monolingual term T𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 encourages embeddings of
word translation pairs from a seed lexicon d to move closer.
𝑊𝑉𝑖 𝑠 and 𝑊𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠 are the two source words in the seed lexicon.
T𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 computed the semantic similarity between the words
i and ss. For the target, we have the same definition.
Our matching term T𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ can expose how source-totarget words translate. The matching term actually can induce
T𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = arg max [M𝑠𝑡 ] cos (𝑊𝑉𝑠 𝑠 , 𝑊𝑉𝑡 𝑡 )
𝑠∈𝑉𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠∉d

(5)

As we learn bilingual signal from monolingual corpus, it
means that source word vector and target word vector are
trained independently each other. The two vectors are not in
one vector space. In order to solve this problem, we follow
the method of [18] to convert the monolingual vector space

to a share space. Our objective is optimizing the cross-lingual
matching regulizer:

2
M𝑠𝑡 = ∑∑𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑤𝑖𝑠 − 𝑤𝑗𝑡 
𝑖

𝑗

⊤

= (R𝑆 − R𝑇 ) 𝐴 (R𝑆 − R𝑇 )

(6)
(7)

In above formula, we use 𝐴 as the similarity matrix of two
words, where 𝑎𝑖𝑗 encodes the translation score of word 𝑖 in
source with word 𝑗 in target. 𝑤𝑖𝑠 is the K-dimensional word
embedding which is stacked to form a (V,K)-dimensional
matrix R.
Using a simple example to explain this procedure, assume
that we have an English lexicon {perform, believe, talk} and
a Chinese lexicon {zhixing, shixing, jiaotan}, an EnglishChinese lexicon {conduct: jinxing}. Assuming that it
have already conducting the step (1)(2), we can calculate
that {perform} is closer with{conduct} in source and
{zhixing, shixing} are closer with {jinxing} in target. We
can add {perform: zhixing, perform: shixing} into original
lexicon.
3.3. Parallel Sentences Identification. For our particular situation that is seriously low-resource language pairs, although
classifier is good method to identify parallel sentence, we have
not enough parallel sentences to train this classifier. So in
the initial stage, we use a word-overlap model filter to select
parallel sentences. The word-overlap model must borrow a
bilingual lexicon, and the parallel sentences can be identified
by the number of co-occurring word pairs. This process can
be represented:
score (d𝑠 , d𝑡 ) =

d𝑠 ∩ d𝑡
min (d𝑠 , d𝑡 )

(8)

From the above, we could conclude that inducing bilingual signal is an important step. Using bilingual lexicon, we
can quickly calculate the alignment word for two sentences.
In order to ensure getting massive parallel sentences, we
must get a high coverage bilingual lexicon. However we may
not get a large coverage bilingual lexicon, and the result
is that we can only get a little parallel corpus using wordoverlap model. We can also watch this in the experiments by
Section 4. In order to get a large parallel sentences and high
accuracy, we use classifier to get more parallel data in next.
The classifier already has proved that it is an excellent method
to extract parallel sentences. We follow the work of [6] to train
a BiRNN (bidirectional recurrent neural network) classifier.
Our neural network architecture is illustrated as Figure 2.
Like the most previous approaches that train neural
network classifier using parallel sentences, our method also
convert the sentences into vectors. However, unlike using
word vector as input, we use fixed-size sentences vectors as
input. For the ReLu layer, we can define as
x𝑖 = sigm (w𝑖 s𝑖 + b)

(9)
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Figure 2: Architecture for bidirectional recurrent neural networks.
The fully connected layers predict the probability of parallel sentence
pair.

For the BiRNN layer, it contains feed-forward and feedbackward neural networks layer. This can be described by
𝑓

𝑓

ℎ𝑖 = 0 (𝑤𝑥ℎ 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤ℎℎ ℎ𝑖−1 + 𝑏𝑓 )

(10)

𝑏
𝑏
𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤ℎℎ
ℎ𝑖−1 + 𝑏𝑏 )
ℎ𝑏𝑖 = 0 (𝑤𝑥ℎ

(11)

𝑓

h = ℎ𝑖 + ℎ𝑏𝑖

(12)

For prediction, a sentence pair can be identified as parallel
if the probability exceeds a threshold. We can compute as
follows:
{1
𝑦̂ = {
0
{

#sentences
3,839,000
427,000
5,500,000
590,000
641,000
324,000

f

xi

𝑓

#webpages
249,238
48,907
451,972
99,578
44,046
27,419

ℎn

＠
Ｑxℎ

x1

languages
Chinese
Uyghur
Chinese
Uyghur
Chinese
Uyghur

𝑖𝑓 𝑝 (y = 1 | h) > 𝜎
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(13)

4. Experiments
To assess the effectiveness of our method, we compare it
in different setting against the baseline. As we mainly pay
attention to solve low-resource problem and construct lowresource language pair translation system. As an instantiation
of this goal, we conduct a detailed study on Uyghur-Chinese.
4.1. Experiment Setup
4.1.1. Data. In our experiments, the actual systems obtain
bilingual parallel corpus from three multilingual website:
TianShan (http://www.ts.cn/), RenMin (http://www.people
.com.cn/) and KunLun (http://www.xjkunlun.cn/) website. We only retain those webpages of documents having more than 20 words. The statistics of the preprocessed
corpora is given in Table 1. Pay attention that we only
select the length of sentence that exceeds 10 words. The data
of our experiment is available at https://pan.baidu.com/s/
1EePrHOjhuN-jTb-vNiSgTA.

4.1.2. Evaluations and Ground Truth. In order to carry out
an objective evaluation for obtained parallel sentences, we
perform two methods to evaluate. The first is translation
accuracy, which is the proportion of truly parallel sentence
pairs among all obtained sentences pairs. As we obtain data
from open data platform, we can’t get a standard translation language pairs to compute the translation accuracy of
obtained parallel sentences. So we use manually evaluate
the accuracy of a random sample of the obtained parallel
sentences. In experiments, we randomly select 500 obtained
parallel sentences to conduct manual evaluation. Another is
that use obtained parallel sentences to construct machine
translation system and the BLEU score as an evaluation
metric.
4.1.3. Baseline. For comparison, we use a parallel sentences
extraction system Bitextor. The system is a free/open-source
tool for harvesting parallel data from multilingual websites.
User is required to provide one or more URLs of websites
to be processed, the two languages for which the parallel
corpus will be produced, and a bilingual lexicon in these
two languages. This system can automatically analyze the
structure of webpages and obtain parallel data by bilingual
lexicon. Thus, we alter various size bilingual lexicons to test
how it affects the obtaining of parallel sentences.
Another problem is evaluating classifier. We all know
that we must use parallel sentences to train classifier and
using the classifier predicts parallel sentences. The size of
parallel sentences affects the classifier performance. So we,
respectively, select different number of parallel sentences to
train classifier and test it.
4.2. Effect of Bilingual Lexicon Size. In order to investigate the
effectiveness of our system for obtaining parallel sentences
in low-resource language pairs, we respectively run ours
and Bitextor with different bilingual sice. As the Bitextor
does not use the time window as a feature to select parallel
data, we use this feature in our system. So we use the time
window to filter the results of Bitextor in order to keep
experimental consistency. We record the performance by
varying the lexicon size to conduct training process, shown
in Table 2. The table is for Uyghur-Chinese.
In experiments, we use {600; 1, 500; 5, 000; 10, 000}
entries of lexicon to conduct the obtaining parallel sentences
process. From Figures 3 and 4 we can immediately see
the important role the bilingual lexicon plays in obtaining
parallel sentences process. We observe that Bitextor does not
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Table 2: The size and accuracy of obtaining parallel sentences in different number of training corpus.
Model
size
accuracy
size
accuracy

LSTM
C-BiRNN

The number of training parallel sentences
5,000
10,000
20,000
33,000
65,000
92,000
0.71
0.78
0.81
28,000
58,000
86,000
0.63
0.68
0.70

2,000
13,000
0.6
14,000
0.58

0.90

Precision

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70

2000

4000

6000
Lexicon

8000

10000

Bitextor
Ours

40,000
126,000
0.82
121,000
0.72

600, ours can get a very objective number and accuracy of
parallel sentences. This result, combined with the inadequate
performance of the baseline, conforms to our expectation
that obtain parallel sentences for low-resources language
pairs.
From Figures 3 and 4, we can obtain a lot of parallel
sentences with a high accuracy. However, we still find that
we can’t obtain enough parallel sentences for actual natural
language processing such as SMT. We analyze two factors
affecting the number of obtaining parallel sentences: (1)
despite constructing word embeddings and using methods
in Section 3, we can find more bilingual signals. However,
we only retain words that occur at least 1,000 times (Lower
times threshold make the accuracy very low and low time
word cannot get a fine word embedding.), and it seriously
limits obtaining the size of bilingual signal. (2) We set a
time window to filter noisy, it makes large candidate not be
obtained in final parallel sentences.

Figure 3: Precision of result as the entries of bilingual lexicon.
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Figure 4: Size of result as the entries of bilingual lexicon.

obtain parallel sentences when the size of bilingual lexicon
is very small. However, we see that our system can get a
very objective result under low resources. We can easily find
that Bitextor has a very unstable performance with different
lexicon size. However, ours can keep relatively stable results
no matter the number and accuracy of obtaining parallel
sentences. When the lexicon entry only is a little such as

4.3. Effect of Parallel Sentences for Classifier Experiments.
Using bilingual signal, we can obtain a certain number of
parallel. From Section 4.2, we can see that the number of
obtaining parallel sentences is not large enough. Constructing bilingual classifier is a good method to filter bilingual
parallel sentences from monolingual corpus. In this section,
we will discuss the classifier how affect the obtaining parallel
sentences and which factor affects the processing of obtaining
parallel sentences.
In this experiment, we construct based on LSTM and classical bidirectional recurrent neural network (C-BiRNN) classifiers to filter parallel sentences from monolingual corpus. At
the same time, we use {2,000; 5,000; 10,000; 20,000; 40,000}
number of parallel sentences to train classifier. Table 2 shows
the results of the tested systems for Uyghur-Chinese. We can
observe that the two neural work to have a different performance for size and accuracy of obtaining parallel sentences.
From the table, the LSTM have a better result than the other
no matter the size and accuracy. We attribute it to the fact that
LSTM have a better neural network structure to remember
more information than the classical bidirectional recurrent
neural network (C-BiRNN). Another interesting finding is
that the size of training corpus plays a big role to filter
bilingual parallel sentences. When the number of training
parallel sentences is only 2,000, the two testing systems only
obtain a few results and the most unacceptable is that the
result has a very low accuracy so that the result cannot use
any natural language process tasks. However, as the training
parallel sentences increase, the size and accuracy have a
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Table 3: Statistics of the size and precision of parallel sentences extracted from multilingual websites.

Model
Bitextor&LSTM
Ours&LSTM

Training corpus
30,000
40,000
30,000
40,000

Table 4: BLEU scores on Uyghur-Chinese SMT using different
training corpus.
Model
Bitextor&LSTM &SMT(baseline)
Ours &LSTM &SMT

BLEU
5.6
15.81

#sentences
100,000
100,000

great improvement no matter C-BiRNN and LSTM. We can
conclude that the number of training parallel sentences has a
big influence on the performance of classifier. This conclusion
can present the importance of our inducing bilingual signal.
Only by the methods detailed in Section 3.2 and experiment
in Section 4.2 can we obtain enough parallel sentences to train
an state-of-the-art classifier.
4.4. Machine Translation Evaluation. Our final objective of
obtaining parallel sentences is training a machine translation
system to perform translation task for low-resource language
pair. In order to justify the effectiveness of our methods, we
obtain parallel sentences to construct a machine translation
system in low-resources Uyghur-Chinese language pair and
evaluate its quality by measuring the BLEU score on SMT
system. We use an state-of-the-art free/open source Moses
[19] to train phrase-based translation system.
In our experiment, we use the Bitextor and ours method
to obtain training parallel sentences, and the classifiers all
use LSTM neural network. The reason of using Bitextor is
that we need a baseline system to measure. For two methods,
we select {30,000; 40,000} sentence pairs as training corpus
to construct classifier and obtain enough training corpus
to train machine translation system. The first experiment is
selecting enough number of parallel sentences (see Table 3).
We can see that ours exceed Bitextor under using same
classifier. Although the two can get many of candidate
parallel sentences, the results of Bitextor have a low precision.
We attribute the reason that the Bitextor needs an enough
bilingual lexicon and ours does not.
In next section, we will use the collocated extraction
procedure described in Section 3 to train some machine
Uyghur-Chinese translation systems. As the baseline SMT
system, we use parallel sentences obtained by Bitextor to train
a classifier to obtain final training corpus for SMT system.
Table 4 shows the BLEU scores for the different SMT systems.
We can see that our approach can get a higher BLEU
score than the baseline. In the experiment, we all use 30,000
sentence pairs to train classifier. Combining Table 3 with
Table 4, we can believe that the baseline cannot get a very high
accuracy of parallel sentences and makes SMT system have
a low performance. As we all know, the quality of training

#sentences
117,900
124,200
120,200
127,900

#precision
0.70
0.70
0.81
0.82

corpus heavily affects the performance of SMT system. We
further analyze the Bitextor need of a bilingual lexicon to
guarantee a high accuracy of parallel corpus. Although it is
an excellent system to obtain parallel corpus, it will show
a poor performance for low-resources language pairs. This
experiment clearly indicates the benefit of obtaining parallel
sentences using our method. It is important to note that
we can construct a machine translation system with lowresources language pairs.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new minimal supervision method
to obtain parallel sentences for solving low-resources problem in natural language processing. Our experiments show
that our approach outperforms the traditional system to
obtain parallel corpus from multilingual websites for lowresources language pairs.
Our methods mainly contain three steps. First, we use
Word2vec to train two monolingual word embeddings. By
a small bilingual lexicon about hundreds of words, we can
induce more bilingual signals. Then, using a word-overlap
model finds some parallel sentences. This step avoids the
effect of HTML structure as the current website is developed
into dynamic modules. Finally, we construct a LSTM-BiRNN
classifier to extract parallel sentences. We use the parallel
corpus obtaining in above step to train this classifier and
perform extracting process. We use the final obtaining parallel sentences to construct a Uyghur-Chinese SMT system
to measure our method. The experiments indicate that our
method can get state-of-the-art results in low-resources
language pair.
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